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Abstract  

Nigeria, a country with an estimated population of about 140 million attained independence in 1960. 
Since then there has been the challenge of incorporating the diverse peoples into a stable and United 
Nation community with the utmost goal of attaining creditable development. This paper thus with 
particular focus on the socio-political happenings in the country since independence bring into the 
limelight a bold relief the need to revisit, reinvigorate and reposition the neglected archaeology of the 
Nigerian region in our educational system in confronting the country’s goal or search of national 
integration for sustainable development processes because it is held that what is happening at present are 
all within the purview of archaeology of Ike Nigerian region. 
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Introduction 

The Nigerian political and social history is the story of our determined pursuit of two major 

social values-one of which is national unity through ideological, social, economic and political 

integration on the basis of social justice and development through the maximization and even 

distribution of the material means of existence. It has long been recognized and worldwide too, 

that archaeology or that science which concerns itself with the attainment of these basic goals of 

human society1. By unveiling what man had projected and achieved in past especially these 

represented in man’s origin, his evolutionary development, his interaction with the natural 

environment and development of technology, his utilization of shelter and his food procurement 

strategies etc; or even what he had aimed at but failed to achieve and why, can shed an enormous 

amount of helpful light on planning and plan implementation in contemporary society. Rightly 

has it been argues that Nigeria, and indeed all developing nations, have a lot to gain from the 

encouragement of the proper pursuit of archaeology. This claim is somewhere supported by a 

pronouncement made by Igirgi, A.D. that: 
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What archaeologists do, or try to do, therefore is to put together as 
wholly as possible the totality of man ‘s development and activities 
through time and space with the ultimate aim of understanding the 
nature and workings of the human mind-in interference with other 
humans...2 

 

Our concern here and now, however, is not to argue the case for the active and generous state 

support for archaeology or to produce a theoretical case on how archaeology can help or has 

helped, to advance the course of national integration and sustainable development as a social-

value3. Our intention is to show how archaeology has made it clear that at least by late Stone Age 

times, much of the Nigerian region was occupied by human populations4. These early human 

groups adopted various strategies of coping with the physical and cultural demands of their 

environment through inter-group relations for a common development. Thus this paper is 

concerned with understanding the cultural and technological achievements of the early 

populations in relations to the physical environmental surrounding and how contemporary 

Nigeria can learn and put to use from its past so as to achieve its goal for national development5. 

We shall do so by suggesting a practical programme of action for the consideration for our 

teachers and our statesmen and women. To this end, we shall consider briefly different aspects of 

the archaeologist business by examining the conceptualization and the aims of archaeology as a 

discipline for Nigeria’s integration; topics on the archaeology of the Nigerian region as evidence 

of early intergroup relations and early human development; building on the early integrational 

activities in contemporary Nigeria; the way forward using the archaeology of the Nigerian region 

in achieving National integration the role of school and the general public and then the 

conclusion. 

Conceptualization the aims of Archaeology as a discipline for Nigeria’s integration 

Archaeology as popularly held goes beyond the study of examination of “ancient antiquities”6. 

Infact, archaeology is a scientific study of human behaviour based on the material remains left 

behind by past inhabitants. These material remains may be products of behaviour such as tools, 

household items, weapons, buildings, ornaments etc., or remains of plants, animals or human 

beings themselves. In this light, archaeology show’s a common goal with other anthropologists 

and to some extent sociologist to fully understand human behaviour and interactions for 

environmental development7. Thus the ultimate goal of archaeology i.e. the reconstruction of 

human behaviour is articulated-at three levels: Reconstructing culture history-this involves using 



the material evidence to determine what happened in the history of a culture, when it happened 

and where it happened. It entails studying the main developments of the past which constitutes a 

sequence of continuous activity for a particular group of people. This reconstruction of culture 

history is a basic step in archaeological inquiry and provides a necessary background for the 

pursuit of further goals of archaeology which include the interactions of people with nature and 

other people so as to give value to the culture history. Thus at the popular level with which we 

are concerned here, Nigerian archaeology should be conceptualized as practical human activity 

related to the immediate needs of individual Nigerians and nation as a group and his and their 

location in time and place and to his and their expectations of the future. As a practical activity, 

therefore, it should study and emphasize those aspects or trends of the past which have direct 

relevance to the needs of the present generations of Nigerians8. Speculations and disquisition on 

irrelevant minutiae should be left to the ivory tower intellectuals who are paid to engage in such 

pursuits on the off-chance that their recondite theories of today may turn out to be the solutions 

to Nigeria nagging problems ‘national integration for credible development’9. 

The archaeology of the Nigerian region conceived as a practical human activity is a good 

tonic for inducing a sobering awareness of the responsibilities we bear as individuals and groups 

for everything we think, say or do. In other words it should teach us that it is men that make the 

cultures they live through and who therefore have to take the praise when the culture they make 

is good i.e. when it is created to unite and develop people and take the blame when it is bad 

because it left people disunited and underdeveloped. It is because men make culture that they 

bear the consequences of culture. This is only natural justice. It is not the so-called “vast 

impersonal forces” which make culture while unfortunate men bear the consequences. The 

conceptualization of archaeology embodied in the idea that it is vast impersonal force that makes 

archaeology as invalid because it imputes injustice to nature. Archaeology conceived as practice 

human activity inculcates social values such as individual initiative, handwork, honesty, 

commitment, loyalty, unity, development and so on10. It teaches, for instance, that if one of the 

evidence of the Nigerian region, the finds from ‘Igbo-ukwu’ were numerous and diverse, among 

these were bronze works, copper jewellery, glass beads, tin, textile materials and pottery. The 

copper finds are particularly significant because of their composition and style of manufacture. 

Geological surveys have shown that copper does not occur in the area of Igbo-Ukwu. Moreover, 

the style of casting the bronzes was the cire-perdue or “lost wax” system which is generally 



known to have its origin in the Islamic world11. The Igbo-Ukwu bronzes therefore tend to 

suggest that trade contacts with the copper producing regions such as Katanga in the Congo, the 

Zambia copper belt, or the Mauritania region and the northern region of Nigeria12. It has been 

observed that Igbo-Ukwu bronzes are local in character (i.e. depicting Local vegetation, and 

animal forms), but the cire-perdue method used for their casting still strongly indicated external 

contacts probably in the course of trade. Moreover, the profusion of glass beads similarly 

suggests trade contacts with people of the middle belt and the core north13. The tin items suggest 

contact with the Jos Plateau. There has been controversy about the dating of Igbo-Ukwu 

Thurstan Shaw proposed a 9th century date14. Ife, the Niger Delta and that of Katsina Ala replete 

our history on previous and remote integrational achievements of earlier Nigerian peoples, so a 

determined and properly motivated Nigerian of today can also revolutionize contemporary 

Nigerian Society and set us on the path of our desired goal. If on the other hand archaeology is 

conceptualized as the work of vast impersonal forces it is likely to induce passivity and inactivity 

on the part of people who otherwise could have taken steps to improve the existing order. In 

other words, in revisiting, reinvigorating and teaching archaeology of the Nigerians region 

salvation or doom should be shown as likely to come from what Nigerians think, say and do, not 

from some extra territorial force, our archaeology should be conceptualized in such a way as to 

engrave this is in our hearts15. 

Archaeology conceptualized as practical human activity will enable us to do away with 

the present habit of thought which sees archaeology as a university activity and above all as an 

excavation activity and above all as an activity that calls for get it going. It is now a well-known 

fact that the past of man leaves indelible marks on the environment in ways too many to be 

enumerated here. Thus archaeology is to an appreciable extent, a field activity or a discipline that 

can only be pursued in the field but the practicality of its ‘culture-content’ rest on mans 

interpretations16. On this, much has been written by theoreticians of archaeological methodology 

and we do not have to repeat their argument here. What is important for our present concern is 

that Nigerian archaeology, seen and pursued as a field and practical activity, will contribute in 

many ways to the inculcation of national awareness in our populations. This is important because 

practical awareness of a world wider than ones local community is a good solvent of 

parochialism and local particularism. The remote archaeology of the Nigerian region will further 



compel young Nigerians to know and see in real life peoples and societies of time past and how 

they started the idea of inter human co-operations which we need to build upon. 

Reconstructing Past Life ways’ is another conceptualization of archaeology. According to 

Redman, C.L. Archaeological inquiry is: 

To reconstruct past life ways, the archaeologist tries to put 
together an extinct archaeological culture in the same way an 
ethnographer tries to describes a contemporary culture. In this 
light the archaeologist is interested in the study of how people 
lived and tried to achieve unity in all endeavours. This can be done 
through the identification of culture patterns…17. 

 

This then lead us to the question of the time span within which we see Nigerian archaeology. In 

European circles, in any case until recently, it used to be maintained that Nigerian archaeology 

properly so called did not exist before the political entity now known as Nigeria was brought into 

existence in the course of the last century by the British18. This ideal of the archaeology of the 

Nigerian region, if allowed of their own experience from which they should draw in tackling 

many of the problems of today. Even though, it has not been left unchallenged, it has been 

largely responsible for inculcating into many of our people the belief that Nigeria is a recent 

experiment in coexistence which can, or indeed should be, dropped if found inconvenient or 

ineffective in one area or other social existence19. 

The fact, however, is that, the understanding of how culture changes is necessary before 

one can attempt to understand why culture changes. For one thing this view arises primarily from 

the mistaken view that archaeology means the ‘study of antiquities’ or ‘examination of artifacts, 

rather than the record and activity of a people or peoples. With this the archaeology the Nigerian 

area would come to mean not record of artifacts of evolving Nigerian State, but also the records 

and activities of human behaviour, interaction and interdependence based on the record of 

material remains left behind by past inhabitants; and also the record and activities of the peoples 

who from as far back as stone age times had elected the Nigerian areas as their home. This 

record is not just the record of political actions of armies and navies of kings and barons. It is 

also the record of economic and social interaction between individuals and collectivities20. 

With this we find the archaeology of the Nigeria area stretching in an unbroken chain to 

the days of Methusella and beyond. The implications of this are many. One of these is that the 

experiment in co-existence and mutual support in which we can engage is not of recent origin at 



all. Another is that it has passed through different phases in which eras of intense contact and 

interaction at times alternated with periods of low ebb in inter-group contact. Also we find that 

by and large as the centuries rolled by the extent to which the peoples in this region were knitted 

together increased in depth and territorial range21. In this experiment in inter-group interaction, 

different peoples (Hausa, Igbo, Birom, Yoruba, Nupe, Ijaw, Edo, Tiv, etc;) communities took the 

lead at different times and in different sections depicting it in their artefactual evidences of their 

interactions with other peoples22. In other words this long span of archaeological evidence has 

enough lessons point in the direction f mutual accommodation, patience and forbearance with 

one another, common identity and destiny, all of which are among the main ingredients of that 

social value popularly known as ‘national integration23. 

Archaeological Evidence of early Inter-group Relations: 

This aspect of the work addresses specific topics in the archaeology of the Nigerian region as a 

background to the comprehension of later cultural and historical development of intergroup 

relations in the Nigerian region. The take-off point is the earliest known manifestation of the 

advent of human precursors and later appearance of identifiable human populations in the region; 

crucial issues such as the development of distinctive human cultures, early agriculture and food 

production, metallurgy, trade relations and other perspectives of early human achievements in 

the region are treated from a thematic approach with the intension to be an outliner or guide to an 

understanding of the antecedent that tilted toward a National/Ethnic Unity polities before the 18th 

centuries 

Population and technological history: 

According to Atoato, D.I.: 

It is impossible to say exactly when man first appeared in 
the Nigerian region. Compared with the drier parts of sub-
Saharan Africa...Although there have been finds of 
cultural evidence particularly tools, the condition and 
general context of these cultural materials is not as 
satisfactory as would be desired24. 

 
But what is evident before the Stone Age period were the Human Skeletal Evidence/founds in 

the Nigerian region, for example the Iwo Eleru man25. It was a single, slightly contracted 

skeleton which was found at the site of Iwo Eleru near Akure, Ondo State of Nigeria in 1965. 

The Iwo Eleru skeleton was clearly that of a modem man from charcoal samples immediately 



surrounding the skeleton, a radiocarbon date of 1 1200 ±200BP was obtained. Late Stone Age 

materials notably microliths were found in association with the burial. The Iwo Eleru man is 

often associated with a wave of new population that appeared in the Nigeria region at the end of 

the Pleistocene26. 

There was also the technological or cultural evidence found in Nigerian. Pebbles tools 

have been suggested by Robert Soper at Beli (Taraba State) where four pebble tools and one 

flake were found. They were all in very abraded condition. No skeletal remains or other cultural 

materials were found and no dates have been obtained for the tools. It is therefore an evidence 

that in Nigeria pebble tools must have been imported in areas with iron tools probably from the 

Nok region, Pingell region, Kalban Hill, near the Yankari Game Reserve, Lake Tilla on the Biu 

Plateau or Ugwele-Uturu Imo State. Thousands of hand axes, cleapers and scrapping tools have 

been found in what has been described as a factory site. Ugwele-Uturu is believed to be the 

largest Acheulean industrial site so far discovered in Africa. The implication of this is that most 

of the region with adequate iron smelting experience must have been expending the skills by 

training other peoples from outside their immediate environment. For instance, NOK sites, 

represents a transition from Stone Age tot eh Iron Age. Artifacts discovered included ground 

stone axes, microliths, grounding stone and pottery. These skills and the materials for its 

production were exported to Iwo Eleru, Tse-Dura, Afikpo, Mejiro Cave (Old Oyo) etc27. 

From the above situation, it is clear that bands of early human population roamed the 

landscape of early Nigerian area since at least the Acheulean times 39,000 years BP (Soper 

1965)28. The entire area appears to have been filly activated in the late Stone Age times with 

virtually all areas of the region inhabited. Their survival depending on chains web of 

interactions29. 

Early Agricultural Production and Diffusion: 

Agricultural production is believed by archaeologist to have brought about fundamental 

developments which change the essence of human existence for good. For example, it is believed 

that the advent and diffusion of agriculture enhanced technological development and led to the 

emergence of permanent settlement and inter-intra-human integration exemplified in complex 

urban centre30. Agriculture is similarly believed to have resulted in increased population as well 

as the evolution of complex social, political and economic systems. Evidence for early 

agriculture and its dispersal in the Nigerian region can be categorized as: Archaeological 



evidence (direct and indirect). Direct archaeological evidence refers to actual remains of plants 

and animals which have been preserved in archaeological contexts and which are identifiable as 

domesticated species. From the site of Daima (Borno State), seeds of domesticated sorghum as 

well as bones of cattle were found. This sites dates from 6th century BC. Also from analysis of 

Pollen from deep-sea cores in the Niger Delta, there is evidence for the domestication of the oil 

palm about 3000BP31. 

The indirect archaeological evidence also from the site of NOK, Tera Cotta figurines of 

fluted pumpkin which represent agricultural activity in the area. At the site of Iwo-Eleru, glass-

edged trapezoids looking like parts of a composite sickle were found. Other evidences come 

from rock art found at the sites of Birnin Kudu (Kano State) and at Barkano and Geji, (Bauchi 

State). At these sites, artistic representations of cattle have been found on rock surfaces and it has 

been suggested that these may be representations of domestic cattle. Later exchange with other 

food items with other inhabitants32. 

Non-archaeological evidence also exists to drive home the point of agricultural 

domestication and spread in the Nigerian region. These included Botanical evidence, 

Ethnographic evidence and Linguistic evidence. For instance, in the Ethnographic evidence 

derived from culture practices especially as they related to processing and consumption of 

agricultural products. In the case of yam, it can be noticed that it is a stable food in many parts of 

Nigeria. In some societies, yam is almost worshipped and every year, elaborate festivals (New 

Yam Festivals) are organized to celebrate the crop. Among some Nigerian groups, harvesting of 

new yams is only with non-iron tools such as wood or bone. These practices presuppose a close 

and long relationship between man and yam whose domestication mostly likely predated the Iron 

Age33. While direct archaeological evidence is most preferable and most reliable, it has so far 

been very hard to come by in the Nigerian region. However, there are strong indications from 

non-archaeological sources that agricultural production was probably developed independently 

and at quite an early date in the Nigerian region and it spreads was very quick due to intra-

community interactions34. 

Early Iron Metallurgy in the Nigerian Region: 

In the broad sense, ‘Metallurgy covers anything done to, for, or with metals and their Ores 

Cohan35. Within the frame of this definition, iron metallurgy would mean the science and 

technology of iron i.e. the processes of producing iron by extracting it from the ores, refining, 



purifying it and adopting it to artefactual use. It is established fact that in many parts of the 

world, non ferrous metals such as bronze and copper were extracted and utilized in various 

artefactual categories before the advent of iron metallurgy. However, it is the coming of iron that 

has been credited with the great civilizing changes that have come over the history of mankind, 

i.e. agricultural sophistication, technological transformation, emergence of complex societies and 

the development and establishment of political systems. In the Nigerian region, with the 

abundant iron-bearing gravels, over most of the landmass of the Nigerian Region interactions 

was very prominent to enable everybody interested in it extraction and production benefit from 

its abundance36. 

There is also sufficient wood vegetation to guarantee uninhabited supply of fuel for 

smelting. The climatic conditions of the Nigerian Region with strong regular and moisture-free 

winds are also favourable for facilitation of iron smelting. Early iron working centres in the 

Nigerian region were Taruga located near Abuja and falls within NOk culture zone. At this site, 

iron smelting furnaces, iron slag, wrought iron, pottery and other items were found. Carbon 

samples obtained from the furnaces produced the following dates: 440+14OBC±100BC and 

280±12OBC. Other sites are RS 63/32located on the west bank of the River Niger near Yelwa; 

the Thama, located in the northeastern zone of Nigeria in the Chad Basin and the Tse-Dura site 

located in the Middle Benue Valley. Iron objects and furnace fragments were found in 

association with pottery, clay pipes, stone tools and animal bones. Age levels of these site have 

produce date of 2330+8OBP, 2350+805BP, 2250+15OBP and 1180+8OBP an evidence of skill 

diffusion cooperation and interactions of early Nigerian37. By proving the existence of the 

knowledge of iron working in some part of the Nigerian region reveals that its wide spread to 

most part of Nigeria before 1500 is evidence enough of inter-group dependencies, linkages, 

understanding and cooperation. 

Early trade in the Nigerian Region: 

Trade has proved to have encouraged specialization, exchange, interdependences and a greater 

factor in the formation of early states and polities in the Nigerian region38. Early states such as 

Kanem-Bomo, Katsina, Kano, Zazzau, Ife, Benin, Oyo, Kwararafa, Nupe, Idah, Ijo and Igbo 

societies. Several others had a strong trading base. Besides trade involves the exchange not only 

of goods and services but also intellectual and cultural ideas which were traditionally established 

and accepted to break ethnic barriers among people39. 



Rudimentary trade may have been in existence since the Stone Age times, at least at 

simple levels such as involving exchange of commodities. Most of the artifacts produced not 

meant for religions purposes according to Adigure O.B. (1999) were produced for exchange 

especially in long distance trade40. However, many archaeologists suggested that the origins 

especially of long distance trade were feed up with the exploitation of metals, the development of 

agricultural production especially products undeniable in nature such as textile, skins, salt and 

kola nuts which would generally not survive in the archaeological record41. 

Historical sources especially the writings of Arab Historians and geographers and the 

chroniclers of early states in the region also contain information on early trade. The accounts of 

Ibn Baittuta, Ibn AbdulKakam and Habibbin Abe (9th century AD) describe trading activities 

between North Africa and the peoples of the Sudan42. Evidence of these trades as mentioned 

earlier also involved those of the Igbo-Ukwu, Ife, Benin, the Jukun, Hausa and the Niger Delta 

area. For instance, Ife has also produced finds which bear evidence of early trade and inter-group 

connectivities with other Nigerian groups. Finds from Ife include terracotta heads, beads, bronze 

sculptures and pottery. By the 12th century AD. According to Pasnansky, M: 

Ife was a well-established kingdom with a royal king. The 
kingdom of Ife probably, benefited from the Kola nut trade 
which involved northern kingdoms such as Mali and 
Songhai via the Hausa States. Such a trade was probably 
controlled by the Ooni who hada semi-divine station43. 

 
Between 1150 Al) and 1450 AD. Ife enjoyed commercial prosperity which was reflected by 

importation of luxury goods such as copper swords and textile materials from the Northern 

region. This prosperity led to the flourishing of certain industries such as brass-casting and bead-

making. At the site of Olokun-Grove, glass making crucibles were found and the site has been 

recognized as the home of the great industry which spread the blue “Segi” beads across West 

Africa and in particularly in Nigeria region44. 

Finally, the rise of and consolidation of states in the Nigerian region e.g. Ife, Benin, Old 

Oyo, Kano, Katsina, Kanem Borno, Ijo, Igbo societies etc. suggests that their prosperity related 

to the growth and expansion of the Trans-Saharan trade and the impact of this trade and related 

developments on the region was the gradual integrational activities evidenced in the common 

languages used in these transactions, agreed and protected trade routes, presence of interpreters 

with skill in several languages; emergence and development of urban and trade centres, common 



weight and measures; local and international traders, the use of recognized agents or middlemen 

in trade transactions, the payment of agreed gate, market tolls, taxes, tributes and levies and the 

general accord of the exemption of the established markets, trade routes from raids, wars, battles 

and skirmishes etc45. 

Building on the early integrational activities in contemporary Nigeria: 

Since independence, the effort of developing the archaeology of the Nigerian region into an 

instrument in achieving national integration has not been an easy task. One of the reasons for 

this, many Archaeologists have agreed is the non-recognition of the course in our public affairs 

and at the state and private schools. During the era of the struggle for independence, archaeology 

through the identification of our rich cultural heritage broadened the peoples’ interest in the 

importance of appreciating our culture of unity in the remote past as an evidence of oneness46. 

But after the achievement of independence and the 30 months civil war that was fought, ended 

on 1st national integrational activities declined. 

Several ethnic communities in Nigeria had to ask whether subsuming Nigeria’s diverse 

cultural group under one National culture is sustainable or a failed project? No wonder, the 

fervent and persistent drumming on national integration. On the question of National Integration: 

There is no universal or accepted definition of integration, but it has many definitions and 

meaning to different scholars. For instance Ibrahirn define it as “the emergence of a situation in 

which every citizen is a perfect substitute for any other citizen, for the purpose of selection and 

recruitment to perform socially determined roles subject only to qualification of residence and 

technical competence to perform such roles”47.  

James Coleman and Roseburg G.G. as quoted by Sasime ‘see national integration as: “the 

progressive reduction of cultural and regional tensions and discontinuities on the horizontal plane 

in the process of creating a homogenous territorial political community”48. In a similar note, 

national integration is seen as a process leading to political cohesion and sentiments of loyalty 

towards a central political authority and institutions by individuals belonging to different social 

groups or political units (Ogunojemite)49. 

Going by the above definitions, national integration entails bringing people of different 

background to become as one family, for the progress and development of the area. The Colonial 

State and the Nigerian elites did recognize the difference and diversity of the country and their 

deep cultural divisions. Hence in the various constitutional conferences held between and Ezera, 



Akinyemi)50 tried to grapple with these realities, which borders on the national question. As 

Ezera point out. 

Indeed the greatest problem that: Faces Nigeria as a country is that of unity…the nature of this 

problem has been how to organize together within the framework of a single state the various 

peoples making up Nigeria without interfering unduly with the particular ways of each. It is a 

problem that involves the Nigerians in an effort to reconcile. It is the need for national unity with 

the existing strong sectional loyalties without restoring to totalitarianism51. 

In addressing this critical problem both the Colonial State and the Nigerian elites opted 

for a Nigerian Federation based on three-regional structure of another east and west. However, 

this did not removed the fear of domination because of the regional imbalance in favour of the 

north and the controversial position of Lagos in Federal Capital. But more fundamental as Ezera 

also point out: 

None of these regions is by itself a homogeneous entity. In 
fact, each of them could very appropriately constitute a 
federation. This fact, though generally ignored, has raised 
several problems. As Nigeria approached Self-Government 
there were developments of Minor Nationalism and 
particularistic demands for separate autonomy within each 
existing region52. 

 
In the north were the Borno Youth Movement and the United Middle Belt Congress (UMBC) 

both non-Hausa speaking which seek to assert themselves. The UMBC demanded for a Middle 

Belt State as was the case of in the Western region by the non-Yoruba speaking nationalities of 

Benin-Warri and Asaba who demanded for a separate Mid-West (Benin-Delta) State and in the 

Eastern region by non-Igbo nationalities who demanded for a Calabar-Ogoja-River State (Ezera, 

1959)53. It was partly for this reason and to give Nigerians some sense military regimes divided 

the country into 12 states initially and gradually expanded it to 36 states in 1995 and created 

more local government areas numbering 974. In addition it builds a new Federal Capital and also 

divided the country into six geo-political zones54. Other measures adopted to enhance national 

integration includes a review of revenue sharing formula, adoption of quota system or federal 

character, introduction of National Youth Service Scheme, (NYSC), establishment of unity 

schools and federal tertiary institution across the country and other similar measures as imbedded 

in the constitution55. 



The issue of national integration since its “reawakening efforts” in the late 1960s has 

been debated in several quarters that the dream if realized will bring about the construction of 

both ethnic and National identities and also possessing a significant cultural value, signaling a 

growth for Nigeria’s multicultural society. While others believed and see the elopement of 

national unity as a threat to national stability and encouragement of ethnicity and tribalism so 

that the crises that once rocked the great Lake region of East Africa in countries like Rwanda and 

Burundi is averted in Nigeria56. Thus to safeguard against the above the Botswana’s example 

should be followed and encouraged i.e. students appreciation of National discussion which was 

reflected in classroom debates and in numerous dissertations focused on discourse of minority 

and majority and indigenous heritage issues. Archaeologists were inevitably drawn into these 

debates to provide “expert” opinion particularly with respect to the “who was here first” and 

“what they did as regard unity of efforts”, “how their conflicts were managed” and peace 

achieved for meaningful development”. According to Amosun, it may be difficult but achievable 

if approached through the school system”57. 

The Way Forward: Using the Archaeology of the Nigerian region in achieving national 

integration: 

No nation can ignore its past because every nation, as Dike pointed out in 1953, “build its future 

on its past”58. Any nation that toils with its past relics of unity and development is doing so to its 

own peril. This fact obviously informed Samad’s submission that “Several governments of this 

country have always attempted to address the issue of national integration without taking into 

cognizance our cultural heritages that once cemented relationship among the peoples before the 

colonial imposition”59 might not be fruitful. The difficulty in our attempt at this question of 

national unity to many archaeologists is due to the fact that the Educational system has not 

designed a working syllabus an issue that has engaged the attention of several scholars for 

sometimes. It has many aspects, but here only about thereof these will be discussed. First is the 

question of the relative weight which should be given to Nigerian archaeology in our school 

syllabuses in view of the uncontrolled explosion in what has been called the “archaeology 

industry”. The question is relevant because of the close integration of the world today which 

makes it necessary that Nigerians should know not only of themselves and their society, but also 

of those with whom they interact on a regular basis in the international arena60. 



The solution recommended for this problem is that Nigerian archaeology should form the 

core of the Social Science and Arts syllabuses in our schools. This, on the surface, is simple 

enough. But when one raises the question of what percentage of the total offerings can be seen as 

constituting the core of a syllabus, we discover that the recommendation is not neat as it sounds. 

A quick look through the school syllabuses of our universities offering archaeology will reveal, 

or if any has been worked out, it is not yet universally applied61. 

But perhaps from the stand point of our concern here the university syllabus should not 

be the focus of our discussion. Relative to our total school population, university students 

reading archaeology constitute only a tiny fraction. Our focus should be lower down the 

educational hierarchy where the broad mass of the school going population should be put 

through the history they need to imbibe these lessons from our archaeology past which are likely 

to encourage the growth of national unit/integration. Here, that is at the secondary school level, 

we know that Nigerian archaeology is not taught as an autonomous course, but as part of history 

course. At the primary school level the position of archaeology of the Nigerian region our 

concern here is vaguer still with the unchallenged reign of the amorphous subject known as 

social studies62. 

It is suggested that the recommendation that archaeology of Nigerian region should form 

the core of Social Sciences and Arts syllabuses in our educational system should be implemented 

in two contexts if the subject is going to have a chance to play the role which we went to assign 

it in the search for national integration. The first context is that of the entire school system seen 

as a unit. In this total context it is suggested that Nigerian archaeology should constitute about 45 

percent of the history taught to Nigerian school children. The second context is that of each of 

the three main rungs of the educational systems-the primary school, the secondary school and 

tertiary institutions. We should suggest that the social studies in the primary school should 

comprise entirely of materials taken from Nigerian archaeology63. At the secondary school, 

independent archaeology of the Nigerian region should constitute fifty percent. Expressing it 

differently Nigerian archaeology should take 50 percent of the time spent in teaching only social 

studies or history in the five or six years education of this level. Of the remaining 50%, thirty 

percent should be allocated to African archaeology which will help to reinforce Nigerian 

archaeology in many respects and then twenty percent to the archaeology of the world outside of 



Africa. At the tertiary level it would assign 20% of Nigerian archaeology, 30% to African 

archaeology and 50% to the rest of the world outside Africa64. 

This last recommendation is made on the assumption that the student taking a university 

archaeology course would have gone through the lower levels of the school system here in 

Nigeria and thus would have had adequate introduction to Nigerian and African archaeology at 

those levels. We would go further and recommend at least three years of mandatory archaeology 

courses for all pupils in the secondary school, two years of which should be in Nigerian and 

African archaeology65. 

The above recommendations arise from the knowledge and belief that those for whom 

they are meant have first and foremost to live as Nigerians before they can even think of 

performing on the world stage for which they need the archaeology of the world outside Africa. 

And only a small fraction of Nigerians find themselves in such ecumenical positions. The greater 

majority of these few come from university graduates, who under the recommended system 

would have had adequate preparation for international roles. The remainder comes from amongst 

those who successfully go through the secondary level of education. 

In other words the formation of an archaeology syllabus adequate for the purpose we 

have in mind calls for an integrated approach in which the different levels of the educational 

system will be seen and catered for not only by themselves, but together as a connected series. 

Only by so doing will the results achieved be cumulative and wasteful duplication of effort or 

even conflict avoided66. The approach will also offer a practical lesson in centralized and 

integrated planning and execution. 

There is still another aspect of the question of the syllabi-the need to ensure that what is 

included for instruction and learning is fully representative of our richly varied groups and 

regional experiences. One of the cases which has been made about the difficulty of achieving 

Nigerian unity has been derived from the so-called wide diversity existing in the country in 

respect of language, political systems, economic organization, social norms and personality 

types. At this stage, the point that should be made is that it is possible to blunt the edge of any 

problems created by this apparently bewildering diversity in social systems and archaeology 

experience. And one obvious way of doing that is to ensure that as Nigerians we understand the 

archaeology and dynamics of those social formations different from one into which we were 

born. It is mutual ignorance that generates and feeds mutual distrust and conflict. Mutual 



knowledge and understanding is likely to generate and feed the opposite passions and 

sentiments67. 

From this reason, therefore, it becomes imperative that our archaeology of the Nigerian 

area should be all inclusive in the sense of providing for the study of the different graduation of 

social and political types in Nigerian archaeology. This requires resisting the temptation to 

concentrate on the archaeology of empires and kingdoms which tended to be the case until a 

decade or so age because materials on these states were easier to come by and researches into 

them had advanced appreciably. In adopting the broader policy a conscious and determined 

effort must be made to retrieve and reconstruct the archaeology of the smaller scale societies or 

the “stateless societies” of colonial social anthropologists68. This must be made a matter of 

national policy not only because it will encourage our fellow Nigerians from those societies to 

develop a sense of belonging. Even more important is that it is only by unveiling the past 

artefactual experiences of all Nigerian societies analyzing them and reconciling their different 

world views and ways of living that we shall be able to evolve a historical archaeological 

perspective which we can proudly call our own and from which a meaningful national ideology 

can be hammered out69. 

With the massive proliferation of universities in the last decade, those institutions are 

increasingly becoming “neighbourhood schools”, that is to say for the most part the majority of 

the teachers and students in each university now tend to derive from the vicinity in which it 

situates. In places, in fact, this has been advocated and pursued as a matter of deliberate state 

policy. We are thus faced with a situation in which it is possible for schools and colleges to pay 

only lip service to the teaching of and study of pan-Nigerian archaeology while in reality each 

institution concentrates on archaeology of the linguistic group or regional society in which it 

situates70. 

This matter calls for concerted action at the national level, especially at the level of the 

universities. Since the degrees the universities offer are presumed to be equivalent in standard 

and since all universities recognize and accept its need to use archaeology as an instrument for 

inculcating wider national awareness than has so far obtained, they should be able to discuss this 

matter exhaustively and arrive at a national syllabus format for every institution that would want 

to belong to the Nigerian family of universities. This is not a call for the imposition of a 

deadening uniformity in archaeology syllabuses throughout the country. Nor it is a call for the 



abolition of the right of each university to give some special attention if it so desires, to the 

archaeology of the region and people in which it situates, especially at the level of basic research. 

What is contemplated is an arrangement by which it will be known that at least a certain 

percentage of the space in Nigerian archaeology section of the syllabus is devoted to the 

archaeology of other parts of the Nigerian region than that in which the institution in question is 

situated71. Just as we have suggested a weighting of Nigerian archaeology against African and 

Non-African archaeology, we are suggesting same weighting system for the archaeologies of the 

different parts of Nigeria to ensure that our future leaders do not graduate from our educational 

system without knowing at least the ABC of the archaeology and social dynamics of other 

Nigerians or regional groups, and on whose welfare they may, in course of time, be called upon 

to pronounce opinions, or worse still take practical actions as statement or politicians or 

bureaucrats. 

Writing on the contemporary archaeology of Nigerian region: 

The evolution of the kind of syllabus advocated above will, by and large, solve for the 

writer of school archaeology of the Nigerian region and the resources persons or teachers of the 

archaeology the problem of even spread and coverage in executing each of his own assignment. 

Each needs to be guided by the syllabus, especially as the response he is likely to evoke from, his 

clients can to some degree be determined by the extent to which he has been able to adequately 

cover the prescribed syllabus and competently too. But there are other considerations which must 

be taken into account by both the writer, teachers and other resource professionals of 

archaeology intent on contributing to the objective of inculcating national awareness and 

integration through the impartation of archaeology of Nigerian region72. 

Here the issue centres largely around approach, of which there are two, which are 

complementary rather than mutually exclusive. First there is the vertical approach under which 

the archaeology of each Nigerian ethnic or linguistic group could be taken up and examined, 

discussed and opinions expressed without necessarily ignoring its inter-connections and links 

with neighbouring groups and societies. There are many advantages in this. It is the best way of 

ensuring that the archaeology of all groups, or at least of all representative types, are studied with 

a view o attaining even coverage and avoiding giving the impression that there is any Nigerian 

group without an archaeology. With is, gaps can easily be detected and efforts intensified to 

close them. The other advantage is that it gives a fair opportunity for in-depth study and analysis 



of all aspects of a people’s past experience. In other words it encourages that holistic approach in 

which society is seen as an integrated organism rather than as a disjointed piece-work made up of 

different parts variously labeled as ‘economics’, ‘political’, ‘social’, intellectual and so on 

archaeology73. 

To achieve the objective in view the ‘vertical’ approach will have to be combined in 

writing and teaching with the ‘horizontal’ or thematic approach. Under this approach selected 

themes are studied across cultural frontiers with a view to highlighting linkages and inter 

connections, noting similarities and differences and charting lines of historical progression. By 

this method it will be possible to evolve a number of unifying handles to Nigerian archaeology 

which will make possible in time the emergence of a coherent national historical/archaeological 

perspective and the writing of an integrated account of the Nigerian past. This is one of the main 

advantages of the horizontal approach74. Another is that it enables us to demonstrates the fact 

that no Nigerian people evolved or developed in isolation from the others, that there are nothing 

like ‘pure’ ethnic types amongst Nigerians’ peoples and that there is no single idea or socio-fact 

or artifact or technique of doing things which could be correctly described as the exclusive 

achievement of one people. This is true whether in the area of art or architecture, of political or 

social institutions, of economic or thought systems. Thus in a deep and abiding sense all 

Nigerians can take pride in the Ife heads, Benin Brasses, Nupe beads, Hausa Knives, Igbo Ukwu 

bronzes, los terracotta’s heads, Oron ekpu carvings in the great city walls of Benin, Ife, Nupe 

land and some other lands. These and more constitute a common heritage of Nigerian peoples 

because the influences and impulses that want into their creation derived from the clash and 

cooperation of the rival and complementary geniuses of Nigerian’s various ethnic nationalities75. 

And already many themes amenable to investigation through the horizontal approach 

have emerged. Examples include origin and migration of our peoples in neighbouring geographic 

environments from about Stone Age times. This subject gives scope for the study of the degree 

of unity brought about by differing but complementary geographical regions and economic 

systems. There is also the theme of state formation under which it should be possible to consider 

the processes and factors involved in the emergence of more complex social and political forms 

out of simple primordial kin groups. The mini-state and the mega-state represent different stages 

in this evolutionary social process76. The difference between them is not one of kind but one of 

degree or scale. Thus it should be possible to study them in terms of workings of similar forces 



and circumstances. Equally promising is the theme of economic foundations of Nigerian 

societies, a theme which calls for the detailed study of the agricultural manufacturing and 

exchange sectors of the economy as well as the technological infrastructure of the different 

societies77. 

Above all we have the theme of inter-group relations, the investigations of which are 

already changing drastically our perception of the Nigerian past. It is becoming clear that 

differences and variation are not necessarily a source of weakness78. They could in fact be a 

source of strength and beauty, while dull monotony and uniformity does not necessarily confer 

strength. The vitality of the exchange economy of the region, as well as the rate of exchange of 

ideas and institutions could be attributed in large measure to the rich existence of complementary 

differences. It is also becoming clear that the much talked about ‘inter- tribal’ wars were not an 

evidence of discontinuities in social experience, but on the contrary the opposite. 

According to Professor Ejike: 

Only peoples who are in meaningfi it contact stretching 
over economic, political and social planes of human 
existence would run into the kind of periodic disagreement 
that would lead to war and after that to settlement79. 

 
Investigations are also showing that those wars were not usually total and that even while they 

were on, some degree of other modes of contact were often maintained. 

Conclusion: 

There is no longer any doubt in today’s world that archaeology can be made to be an 

important instrument for forging national integration. Practical examples abound of this use of 

archaeology all over the world for such purposes. But it is left to each people to work out for 

themselves the best programme for bringing it about. And this is what we are recommending 

here in this paper for Nigeria. It is not enough to say archaeology can strengthen national 

integration. It has to do so and making it do so calls for serious thought and sustained planning. It 

must also be mentioned that much as a people’s archaeology or artefactual experience is the most 

effective king of knowledge for infusing unity into them, other sources can also be made to 

contribute to the effort at least by way of warning and example. But here we have decided to 

concentrate on the use of our archaeology for, if it has correctly been said that experience is the 

best teacher, the best experience is first hard experience. 
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